Report of a Case: An Intradural between Roots Capillary Hemangioma of Cauda Equina
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Abstract

Background & Importance: Cavernous angiomas are typically superficial lesions created by anomalous vessels and found in the skin or mucosa, but intradural locations are rare especially in the spine. We report a case of the spinal intradural Cavernous angiomas of the lumbar spine.

Case Presentation: A 53-year-old man presented with a 6-month history of low back pain and bilateral radicular pain. In examinations, the patient was shown to have numbness in the anterior aspect of the right thigh in L2 territory and a decrease in lower limb tendon reflexes. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed at L1-L2 level, a well-defined intradural lesion in conus medularis measuring about 18*12mm that shows high signal intensity in T1 images and low signal intensity in T2 images, which causes compression on the cauda roots. Laminectomy of L1-2 was performed for tumor removal and intradural exploration revealed a small oval shape, brownish cystic like mass surrounded by adherent nerve roots. Complete removal of this tumor was accomplished. Histologic diagnosis was capillary hemangioma. After operation, the patient’s symptoms were improved.

Conclusion: We experienced and reported a rare spinal intradural vascular tumor of the lumbar spine. Histologic diagnosis was Cavernous angiomas.
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Introduction

Cavernous angiomas or cavernomas, which are well-demarcated vascular malformations created by anomalous vessels that are mass of dilated and packed blood vessels with no nervous tissue within the lesion (1). They can occur throughout the central nervous system (CNS) and regarding the literature, those which localized in the spine are extremely rare (2). It has been reported to have an incidence of 5-12% (3) and accounts for 5% to 16% of all vascular lesions of the spine (4). Most of the cases are developed from the vertebral body, and they invade the extradural tissue (2). Today they are being discovered more frequently because of the increased use of MRI. According to our search in Pubmed articles, however there are few cases of cavernoma in cauda equine, but cavernous angioma of rootlets are rare; so we report case of a spinal intradural capillary hemangioma of rootlet in the cauda equina.

Case Presentation

The 53-year-old man, a worker, presented with pain spreading through the whole spine down to radiating into the legs bilaterally, left greater than right. This symptom lasted about 6 months. His complaint was associated with numbness in the anterior aspect of the right thigh in L2 territory. The objective examination indicated a positive straight leg raising test on the left at 50 degrees, a decrease in lower limb tendon reflexes, with normal muscular tone. No motor weakness was identified. Sensory examination revealed hypoesthesia below the left L2 dermatome and loss of pin prick sensation over the anterior aspect of the left thigh with normal sphincter function. An abnormal gait was present due to burning paresthesia in both legs. On MRI of the spine (Figure 1) at L1-L2 level, a well-defined intradural lesion was found in conus medularis measuring about 18*12mm that shows high signal intensity in T1 images and low signal intensity in T2 images. This lesion
compressing the cauda roots. After laminectomy at L1 to L2, the dura and the arachnoid were opened and intradural exploration revealed a small 1-cm diameter and oval shape, brownish cystic like mass surrounded by adherent nerve roots. Complete removal of this tumor was accomplished by microdissection of the surrounding arachnoidal adhesions and sharp dissection of the nerve roots adherent to the capsule. After operation, the patient’s pain was improved. The post-operative course was normal, and the patient was discharged after 3 days. At three months’ follow-up the patient remained pain-free with normal bowel and bladder function. He demonstrated no motor deficit. The specimen consisted of a soft tissue brownish cystic lesion measuring 15*11 mm. Cut sections show multiple cystic spaces filled with blood clots. Histology showed a highly vascular soft tissue mass, covered by delicate capsule and composed of multiple large vascular channels with different size which were lined by endothelial cells and filled with many RBC’s (Figure 2). These findings were consistent with a capillary hemangioma.

Discussion
Cavernous are generally classified as hamartomas and composed of abnormal, dilated and packed vascular sinusoidal channels without interposed neural tissue (5). The most common location of these vascular malformations is the supratentorial cerebral parenchyma. Cauda equina is an uncommon site, especially nerve rootlets are very rare location (1,6-8). Most of the spinal variants are developed from the vertebral body, and they invade the extradural tissue. But only in rare cases they can be developed with no involvement of vertebral body (2). Pagni et al. (1990) reviewed all intradural cavernous angioma of the spine described in the literature. They concluded that subdural extramedullary cavernous angiomas are the rarest of the cavernomas with only 10 cases documented between 1903 and 1990. Although these vascular malformations are being discovered most frequently because of the widespread use of MRI, they remain still uncommon lesions (9). Khalatbari et al. (2011) reported a rare pediatric intramedullary lesion located within the conus medullaris as a cavernous malformation (10).
This possible compression of one or more spinal roots, can obviously mimic symptomatologies typical of ruptured disc or cauda equina tumor. In the differential diagnosis of cauda equine lesions, tumors, vascular, infections and large herniated disc fragments, must be taken into account (11). According to Miyake’s report, 14 cases were developed in cauda equina. Most of these cases have been reported to occur between L1 and L3 level (12). As clinical aspect when the cavernous angioma reaches a ‘critical volume’, it compresses the cauda equina roots leading to a clinical behavior typical of any mass at the same level. Low-back pain and radiculopathy are the main symptoms associated or not with motor deficit or neurologic symptoms secondary to spinal cord compression (13). Sphincter dysfunction and gait abnormalities, generally with a subacute-chronic course might be the other presentation of these lesions according to involved level (1). Although the natural history of spinal cavernomas has not yet been well described, but clearly bleeding and subarachnoid hemorrhage may cause emergent complications such as hydrocephalus or repeated small bleedings, fibrosis, and calcification which cause to chronic symptoms due to increase of the lesion itself (1). From a radiologic point of view, cavernous angiomas are lesions angiographically occult, often being misdiagnosed as thrombosed arteriovenous malformations, but are easily diagnosed by MRI. Cavernomas may shows a variety of signal intensity on T1- and T2-weighted imaging, depending on the presence of hemosiderin, calcification, and the intensity of blood flow (14). Histologically, cavernous angioma must be distinguished from capillary hemangioma. Capillary hemangioma consists of a myriad of small vessels of capillary size. Cavernous angioma consists of large, dilated hyaline vascular channels arranged in diffuse patterns. They often show thrombosis, perivascular hemosiderin deposition, and calcifications (6). It is presumed that the nerve root capillary is the site of origin of this lesion, and that the adherence of the other roots was a reflection of its associated arachnoiditis. The treatment of choice is complete microsurgical removal. Surgery provides neurological improvement in symptomatic cases and also definitive diagnosis of the lesion. The most frequent surgical finding is that the lesion adheres to the nerve roots, dura matter, or spinal cord extending extraphytically (7). In the present case, cavernous angioma was within one spinal root (8,9,12). Finally, according to published reports and literature these lesions have benign nature and good neurological outcome.
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Comments
Rahmanian and colleagues have reported 18th case of capillary hemangioma of cauda equina and 51st in the spine based on the latest reported cases (1,2). A 53 years old man both shows common age and sex of this rare tumor of the spine. Clinically, capillary hemangioma can be asymptomatic or presents with pain and lowly progressive sensory loss. Clinically, it is difficult to be differentiated from discopathy. Capillary hemangioma is isointense in T1 MRI and mildly hyperintense in T2 and intensely enhancing after gadolinium injection. The homogenous enhancement is also seen in other types of more common benign tumors such as schwannoma and meningioma. Capillary hemangioma is an intradural benign, encapsulated tumor which does not invade. Microscopically, capillary hemangioma consists of countless small vessels in the size of capillaries which has a single layer of endothelium. However, cavernous hemangioma consists of dilated sinusoidal vessels with thrombosis and hemosiderin. Embol tumor resection is the procedure of choice for the tumor. Operation under microscope is recommended.
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